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4. **Rationale**:
   Hearing loss is highly prevalent among older adults, affecting nearly two-thirds of adults over the age of 70\(^1\).\(^2\). A growing body of evidence has found independent associations between hearing loss and accelerated cognitive decline\(^3\)\(^4\), increased risk of falls\(^5\)\(^6\), greater hospitalizations\(^7\), and poorer physical
Hypothesized mechanistic pathways underlying the association between hearing loss and physical functioning include the effects of distorted peripheral encoding of sound on cognitive load, social isolation, and/or reduced awareness of the auditory environment. Importantly, these pathways may be modifiable with hearing loss treatment. However, hearing loss treatment remains vastly underutilized with less than 20% of adults with a hearing loss using a hearing aid.

The Aging, Cognition, and Hearing Evaluation in Elders Pilot (ACHIEVE-P) Study is a randomized pilot study of 40 cognitively intact older adults nested within the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study. ACHIEVE-P was designed to test the feasibility of a best practices hearing intervention (vs. successful aging intervention) trial in older adults with audiometric hearing loss, and secondarily, to explore for an efficacy signal on 6-month proximal and cognitive outcomes. As part of the present proposal, we will present the results of self-reported activities of older adults who participated in the ACHIEVE-P Study. Self-reported activity was measured with the Community Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors (CHAMPS), which is a self-reported 41-item questionnaire that assesses levels of physical, social, and mental activities in older adults.

Here we propose to assess firstly, a cross-sectional relationship between hearing loss and physical, mental, and social activity and; secondly assess for an early efficacy signal of the best-practices hearing intervention on physical, mental, and social activity levels gathered 6 months post-intervention.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
Aim 1: To quantify the cross-sectional association between hearing and self-reported physical, mental, and social activity.

Aim 2: To quantify the difference in 6-month change in self-reported physical, mental, and social activities in the best practice hearing intervention group and the successful aging intervention group.

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Study Design: Cross-sectional analysis within a feasibility study of a 40-person randomized controlled pilot trial of a best practices hearing intervention (vs. successful aging intervention) in older adults with hearing loss. Additionally, within-subject changes in self-reported activity levels between baseline and a 6-month follow-up session will be assessed. Between-subject differences in mean change between baseline and 6-month follow up will be assessed.

Study population: ACHIEVE-P participants were recruited from ARIC participants in Washington County, MD, and de novo from surrounding communities. Eligibility criteria included: age 70-84 years, adult onset hearing loss [pure tone average (PTA) across 3 frequencies (0.5, 1, 2 kHz) ≥ 30 and <70 decibels hearing level (dB HL) in the better-hearing ear] without current hearing aid use, community-dwelling, fluent English speaker, plans to remain in the area, and free of cognitive impairment [Mini-Mental State Exam ≥ 23 if ≤ high-school degree and ≥ 25 if some college or more]. Exclusion criteria included: dementia diagnosis, self-reported difficulty in ≥ 2 activities of daily living, medical contraindication to hearing aid use, untreatable conductive hearing loss, and unwillingness to regularly wear hearing aids.
**Interventions and randomization**
Participants were randomized 1:1 to the best practices hearing intervention or the successful aging intervention in blocks within strata defined by hearing loss severity, defined as mild (PTA ≥ 30dB and < 40dB) or moderate (PTA ≥40 dB and < 70db); field center staff were masked to block size.

Post-baseline and randomization, during 4 study visits with an audiologist over 10-12 weeks, participants in the best-practices hearing intervention received binaural hearing aids, rehabilitative counselling and were offered assistive listening devices.

Post-baseline and randomization, participants in the successful aging intervention met with a research nurse for 4 study visits over 10-12 weeks. The intervention followed the protocol and materials developed for the 10 Keys™ to Healthy Aging\(^{15}\), an evidence-based, interactive health education program for older adults. Each session focused on a “Key” chosen by the participant.

**Outcomes** The Community Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors (CHAMPS)\(^{12}\) is a self-reported 41-item questionnaire that assesses levels of physical, social, and mental activities in older adults. CHAMPS assesses the frequency and duration of various activities over a 4 week time span. Physical activities include, among others, dancing, tennis, walking, and swimming. Social activities include, among others, visiting with family/friends, attending club/group meetings, and going to a senior center. Mental activities include, among others, using a computer, playing a musical instrument, and reading.

**Statistical analysis:** Associations between baseline activity and hearing loss will be investigated using linear regression (both unadjusted and adjusted for potential covariates including age, sex, and education). Independent t-tests will examine the difference in activity levels between the two intervention groups. Paired-samples t-tests will assess within-subject change from baseline to 6-months.
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